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Abstract
       Vertical dispersion is a possible candidate for the
luminosity imbalance between the experiments. Several
new “knobs” have been made and tested to independently
minimise the residual dispersion at the IP’s. The relative
results together with new generations “knobs” for the
1999 run will be shown and discussed.
1  INTRODUCTION
The residual vertical dispersion in LEP causes
luminosity loss mainly for two reasons:
1) Bigger and unequal vertical spot sizes at the
IPs:
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2) Larger equilibrium vertical emittance, with all
the experiments evenly affected:
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      Both IP and rms LEP dispersion should be minimized
to maximize luminosities. In the following it will be
shown what we have tested during the last run and what
are the present limitations on further optimization.
      Finally several possible solutions to be tested next run
will be proposed.
2 INDEPENDENT IPS DISPERSION
MINIMIZATION
       Residual dispersion at the IP can be generated mainly
from the residual dispersion in the ARCs, demagnified
according to the ratio:
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Typical values for the 1998 run LEP dispersions are:







    A potential problem hard to minimize is the difference
in dispersion at the IPs. Fortunately there are not big
sources of that, so we do not expect it to be large. The
residual IP differential dispersion has been measured
several times and it has been always less than about
0.3mm.
      To minimize the Average dispersion at the IPs, we
have created 4 knobs, one for IP. Each one is made by
generating two betatron oscillations on the two arcs
immediately on the side of the particular IP, such as in
one arc the dispersion is built up resonantly, and the other
one cancels it, so no extra dispersion leaks through to the
other IPs.
      As shown in fig.1-4, the knobs work nicely, according
to MAD, for the average of the two beams but, due to the
saw-tooth effect, the bumps are not closed both in orbit
and dispersion for the individual beams. The direct
consequence is that the rms dispersion in the whole Ring,





























Figure 1: e+e- average orbit change due to the IP4




























Figure 2: e+e- average dispersion change  due to the IP4












































Figure 4: e+ dispersion change due to the IP4 dispersion
bump. Solid=MAD, Dashed=Meas.
      The knobs have been used during the last month of
operations, basically optimizing some combination of IP
and rms dispersion, with some improvement of the
general performances.
3 DISPERSION MINIMIZATION FOR
THE 1999 RUN
       For the 1999 run we will try to minimize dispersion
with:
1) A new set of IP dispersion knobs, built according
to the Ring transfer matrices with saw-tooth, to
minimize the average e+e- dispersion at the
individual IPs, maintaining the rms Ring
dispersion and orbit as much unperturbed as
possible (see fig.5 for an example).
     2) A new method to minimize the individual beam
“rms” dispersion in the Ring, that has been tested with
some success at the end of the 1998 run, and should be
operational on line for the next run.
     3) A possible different optic in the odd IPs to
minimize the differential dispersion created by the
separation bumps and the differential orbit created by the
residual beam-beam kicks.






























Figure 5: Predicted Orbit and dispersion changes for the
single beam, for the new IP2 dispersion bump
4 DISPERSION FREE STEERING
     During the polarization run we were able to minimize
the e- rms dispersion in LEP with a simple algorithm
called Dispersion Free Steering (DFS).
    Given a measured orbit and dispersion, we determine a



























R34 and T346 are the transfer matrices from correctors to
Beam Position Monitors computed with saw-tooth.
    In general, for an overdetermined system, the two sets
of equations can be weighted differently to favor a
solution with better orbit or dispersion rms.
    In addition, by inverting the system by using the
“Singular Value Decomposition” method, we were able
to minimize the rms corrector setting as well. In three
iteration of the process, the vertical rms Ring dispersion
came down from 7cm to 1.2cm, the orbit rms was
maintained to about 0.3mm, and the rms corrector values
was simultaneously reduced from 15urad to 7urad (see
fig. 2 and 3).
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Figure 6: Vertical Orbit, Dispersion and correctors setting
before Dispersion Free Steering
Figure 7: Vertical Orbit,Dispersion and correctors setting
after Dispersion Free Steering
     The method can be easily applied to optimize both e+
and e- simultaneously, just doubling the number of
equations.
     We have indeed tested the algorithm during an MD,
but both the predicted and measured residual rms
dispersion for the two beams were about 30mm, no
matter how much the solution to minimize the dispersion
was favored with respect to the orbit.
      However, with an off line analysis, we have been able
to prove that almost all the residual dispersion (about
25mm) is originated by the separator bumps in the odd
IPs. The result has been deduced from the experimental
data, but it is also predicted by “MAD” when the effect of
the bumps in the odd IPs is included.
       In addition, a large part of the e+e- orbit difference
(about 200um), seems still to be due to the residual beam-
beam kicks at the odd IPs. We have indeed seen that the
rms separation goes down with the current as shown in
fig.8. Moreover MAD predicts as well a rms separation of
the order of 100-200 um due to the parasitic beam
crossings.
      These last two arguments lead to the conclusion that
to significantly improve the vertical emittance in the
future, we have, together with the new dispersion tools,
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Figure 8: Measured rms e+e- orbit separation vs beam
current, for a typical fill
5 POSSIBLE DIFFERENT OPTIC IN THE
ODD IPS
     A possible solution to the problems originated in the
odd IPs (apart from switching off the separators) could be
to change the optic in the odd IPs sections requiring:
1) The separators-bumps should be a close
dispersion  bumps as well.
2) The ratio between bump-amplitude and βy
should be larger, or equivalently βy should be
as small as possible.
3) The phase advance in the region should be kept
the same or change of integer units.






















































5) The sensitivity of the orbit to the motion of the
final doublet should stay small to be compatible
with the LHC civil work in the areas.
       We have indeed been able to find a solution that
matches all the criteria almost in full, reducing the
spurious dispersion of about a factor 8, smaller residual
beam-beam effect and both chromaticity and non linear
chromaticity, and about the same sensitivity for QL1/QL2
vertical and horizontal motion. Fig. 9 and 10 show the
present and the proposed optic respectively.
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Figure 9: Present odd IP optic
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Figure 10: Possible new odd IP optic
6 CONCLUSIONS
    Our understanding of the sources of the residual
dispersion in LEP and our means of minimizing it are
constantly improving from year to year.
    For the next run we should have available a new set of
tools to:
1) Reach top performances in less time.
2) Improve the top performances.
3) Better maintain the top performances.
4) Minimize the luminosity imbalance due to
residual dispersion.
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